Kinematic properties of voluntary postural sway in patients with unilateral primary hemispheric lesions.
The temporal and spatial characteristics of rapid voluntary body sway following unilateral cerebrovascular accident were assessed in single and combined planes of motion during a visually cued non-choice reaction time movement. Three distinct directions of intentional body sway were assessed: forward, toward the paretic, and toward the non-paretic lower extremity. Fluctuations in the center of foot pressure served as the basis for calculating body displacement and velocity by combining frontal and sagittal movement in an X-Y coordinate system (a bi-planar analysis). A linear regression analysis was used on individual force output channels to reduce the sway motion into separate component parts. The velocity profile in each direction of intended sway was calculated from the slope of the regression line (a single-plane analysis). Bi-planar velocity analysis showed that hemiplegics swayed as fast as normal subjects in any sway direction. In contrast, single plane analysis revealed a decrease in the velocity of hemiplegic sway when weight shifts were directed toward the paretic extremity. Response velocity in the non-paretic direction was similar to a comparison group of normal individuals. The apparent contradiction between single and bi-planar analyses was attributed to hemiplegic sway in extraneous planes of motion surrounding the intended sway path. During the course of body sway, hemiplegics showed a statistically larger range of extraneous movement away from the plane of intended movement. The directional deficits in sway velocity and excursion are compared to previously reported sway pathology associated with lesions of the human central nervous system.